
AMERICA WITHOUT EAST ASIA'S RESOURCES

By HANS GUHL

Japan, hitherto one of the great "have nots" of the world, a country
that was dependent on the goodwill of the United States and othe'r
"haves" who thought they could at any tJlIIe strangle he'r by economic
blockade-Japan has turned the tables. After four months 0/ 1IJar she
controls almost all of Eastern Asia. As for the remainder which is not
yet subjected by her, she will probably soon be able, by her submarines
and al1'planc8, to C1ttit off elltirelll from tho world outside tho Fal· East.

How will the "haves," who till now have cOllsidered Easl:e'rn Asia
their own economic domain, be affected by this flmdam61ltal change?
What England could get from this area had already become doubtttll
lIince the autmnn of 1999 because of the German counterblockade. The
U1lited State, however, had 1:10 far been ,in a position to get all she wMlted
from the Orient. The following article deals with the consequences to the
USA of the loss of these resources and showl:I the fundamental change in
Ihe world's raw material situation resnlting from it. This change,
although ove'rshadowed at present by milita1"l1 events, is 01le oj t.he most
i,mportant effects of the outbreak of the war in the Paci,!ic.

Dr. Hans Guhl is an expert in economics, which he studied at the
UlIiversities of Berl'in, Cologne, Vienna, Birmi'ngha'lll, a·nd Geneva. Latel·
he was the Lo'ndo'n rep'resentative 0/ the Berlin /71st'itute of F'ina'llce, a
collaborator 0/ the Reich Commissioner for Price Control, alld worked in
the Foreign Trade Office (both in Berlin), the News Service of which he
has represented in the Far East for several lIea·ra. He spent som.e time
in the USA studying economic conditions there on behalf 0/ the Foreign
Trade Office.

The terms "Eastern Asia" or "Orient," which are sltbject to va'rious
j'nterp'1'etatio71s, 'include in 01/'1' article the followino territorie.: Japan,
Manchukuo, Chi11a, French Indo-China, Thailalld, Mala.!/a, the Philippines,
und the East Indian ArchipeIClgo.-K.M.

AN UNEXPECTED LOSS

OWING to America's favorable raw
material situation, and to the fact

that she overestimated her own power in
the Pacific and underrated Japan's, she
had become accustomed not to expect
serious difficulties in obtaining raw
materials from East Asia. Without
being in actual political possession of
southeastern Asia, the United States
has, in fact, hitherto been able to
count safely on her share of raw
materials from this area. It is true
that, on the whole, she was forced
to pay a high price in hard cash for
this lack of political possessions; for the
British and the Dutch have been very
skillful in maintaining high prices for
their goods through a policy of restric-

tions on production and export. Never
theless, the Americans were never
faced with serious problems in the
obtaining of raw materials, for neither
were these denied them nor did they
have to expect insuperable difficulties
of foreign exchange.

For a long time the United States
refused to believe in the possibility of
the eastern Asiatic colonies one day not
being in the hands of reliable friends,
especially as she was ready at any time
to use hel: own fleet for the protection
of these territories. It was not until
quite recently that she became slightly
nervous and therefore attempted to an
increasing degree to lay in stocks of
Far Eastern raw materials such as
rubber and tin. But, much Booner
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than even the most cautious had
expected, the access to the raw
materials of southeastern Asia was
lost to the United States.

THE USA BUYS MORE
THAN SHE SELLS

America's foreign trade with the
Orient had long shown a passive
balance and a strong dependence on
the Far East, as she obtained far
more goods from there than she sup
plied. In the years 1926 to 1930, for
instance. the United States imported
almost twice as much from the Orient
as she exported thither. According to
information supplied by the US Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Trade we
have the following figures for those
years:

Yearly Averages, 1926·1930
USA Import

from Eastern Asia US $979.252.000
USA Export

to Eastern Asia US $505,095.000

The degree of passivity of the US
foreign trade balance with the Orient
was decreased in 1931 mainly through
political events. The Far Eastern
crisis cf 1931-32 (Mukden Incident,
October 18, 1931; military occupation
of Manchuria by Japan; establishment
of the Empire of Manchukuo. February
18. 1932) was, as was shown by the
Stimson policy and the disagreement
at that time of the British Government
with this policy. above all a Japanese
American conflict, and was bound alBo
to have far-reaching consequences on
trade relations. One result was the
decrease of American imports from
China (in American statistics Man
chukuo is still counted as part of
China), and another the increase of
Japanese imports from the USA, con
sisting mainly of war-essential goods,
which led to passivity of Japan's
balance of trade with Amedca. The
only other time this had happened was
during the Russo-Japanese War. Now
again the change of the Japanese balance
of trade with the United States from
the former activity to a growing pas
sivity was an infallible sign that the

crisis was becoming more acute and war
approaching ever closer. Indeed, the
Anglo-Saxon powers have always em
phasized that the real beginning of the
Pacific war should be sought in 1931.

The growing passivity of Japan in
the trade with America could, however,
not do away with the strong passivity
of America's balance of trade with the
whole of East Asia. For the activity
of the US balance with Japan was
later more and more balanced by the
increased passivity in her trade with
other Far Eastern countries, mainly
Malaya and the Dutch East Indies. This
again was the result of war prepara
tions on the part of the United States
(purchases of rubber, tin, etc.).

The passivity of the US balance of
trade with the Far East proves that
the Orient was far more important to
America as a source of raw materials
than as a market for American
products. This fact is of the utmost
importance now, in time of war. In
peace, a time of relative economic
plenty, the problem of obtaining goods
may often be overshadowed by that of
selling goods. But in war, a time of
general economic scarcity, the question
of obtaining goods comes clearly into
the foreground. Seen from this point
of view, the loss of the Far Eastern
sources means a dangerous blow for
the United States, the more so as the
Orient supplied America with consider
able quantities of war-essential raw
materials.

WHAT THE USA NEEDS
FROM THE ORIENT
The United States suffers to a greater

or lesser extent from a scarcity of the
following twenty-one war-essential raw
materials:

Alloy Metals: manganese, chromium,
nickel, tungsten.

Various MineralB: tin, antimony,
mercury, aluminum, mica.

Textile Fibers and Hides: Manila
hemp, silk, wool, hides.

Various Raw Materials: coffee, rub
ber, iodine, opium, quinine, coconut
shells, optical glass, quartz cristal.
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Of these twenty-one raw materials
America has been importing twelve in
considerable quantities from the Orient.
Compiled from the statistics of the
US Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Trade the following tabulation shows
that in 1937, when war preparations
were still in the rudimentary stage,
more than 8570 of the total imports
of the first six came from the Orient.

East Asia's Share of the Total
Imports of the USA, 1937

per cent
Cinchona Bark (Quinine) 98.50
Silk . 98.00
Rubber • • . . . 90.34
Coconut Oil and Shells. 86.03
Tin 85.62
Tungsten 85.42
Hemp . 69.00
Hides . 35.88
Mica . 33.31
Wool . 18.52
Chromium 12.25
Antimony 8.51

Quite aside from the two vital
military raw materials, rubber and
tin, they are all materials urgently
required for warfare. They are
either raw materials holding key posi
tions in certain processes of manu
facture, as for instance tungsten, or
raw materials such as hides whose
quota imported from the Far East
was necessary for the attainment of a
certain production level in America.

In one case, namely cinchona bark,
East Asia (Dutch East Indies) even
has an absolute monopoly.

The lack of not absolutely war
essential materials such as wood oil,
copra, shellac, camphor, etc. will also
have a disturbing effect on US war
economy. And even the lack of such
important luxuries as tea, pepper, and
other spices, which came almost ex
clusively from the Orient, must not
be underestimated. For, according to
American ideas, a scarcity of products
for which a strong demand has been
developed would be felt especially in
tensely in war time and hence influence
the morale of the people.
JAPAN'S AND CHINA'S

RESOURCES
NOT VITAL TO USA
The economic importance of the

several parts of the Orient to America
varies considerably. Japan was un
doubtedly far ahead of the other
Asiatic countries in the total foreign
trade of America and was to some
extent dependent on that country for
many war-essential goods. This was
shown in the years following 1932 and
especially at the time of the China
conflict, when Japan imported huge
quantities of war materials from the
United States (copper, scra~ iron, oil,
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automobiles, and automobile parts).
But seen from America it was the
other way round. With the exception
of silk, the United States did not
import any war-essential material
whatever from Japan, and silk, like
camphor, of which Japan has a monopoly,
can already be replaced by a synthetic
product. It was only because the
United States was so little dependent
on Japan for her raw materials that
she believed herself to be able to
afford a policy of economic pressure
without risk to herself. However, on
December 8, 1941 it became apparent
that this policy, which reached its
climax in the embargoes and the freezing
of Japanese credits in July 1941, had
been a very dangerous game.

China is also only of slight importance
from the viewpoint of American war
economy, as she can only supply tungsten
and antimony. Both these metals can
be obtained by the United States from
within her own borders or from coun
tries of her continent. The explanation
for the important part played hitherto
by Chinese tungsten in the world mar
ket is to be found mainly in the fact
that it was cheaper than tungsten of
other origin because of its low cost of
production. Under the pressure of war
conditions, the American tungsten pro
duction can doubtless be increased con
siderably.

MAIN DEPENDENCE
ON SOUTHEASTERN ASIA
It was only the three colonies-Ma

laya, the Dutch East Indies, and the
Philippines-which were of re~dly deci
sive importance to US war economy. The
United States imported m01'e from these
three countries than from all of South
America. And her own colonial posses
sion, the Philippines, supplied least
among all three. Only two war-essen
tial raw materials came from the
Philippines, chromium ore and Manila
hemp. America's requirements in
chromium, however, can be easily
covered in Brazil and Cuba, and a fiber
similar to Manila hemp can be raised
in quite a number of South American
countries.

Malaya and the Dutch East Indies,
on the other hand, are those Asiatic
territories upon which the United
States had become most dependent,
economically speaking. Rubber and tin,
representing in value one half of the
total American imports from the
Orient, were definitely the leading prod
ucts. Whenever anxiety concerning
the possible loss of the Far Eastern
sources of raw materials became acute
in America, it always centered in rub
ber and tin. U An embargo imposed
by Japan on exports of tin and rubber
to the United States might seriously
cripple American industries." This is
the grave conclusion drawn by Pro
fessor Ethel B. Dietrich in a study on
"Far Eastern Trade of the United
States" published by the Institute of
Pacific Relations in 1940.

THE BOTTLENECK

Under present conditions the provi
sion of other sources of tin seems to
be the greatest problem of all. Tin
is needed in America, not only for her
billions of cans but also for the auto
mobile industry, as an alloy for the
production of bearings, radiators, and
gasoline tanks. (Every automobile con
tains about five to six pounds of tin.)
Bolivia, the other important producer
of tin, will hardly be in a position,
even under most favorable conditions,
to cover as much as half the American
requirements. Hence there only re
mains the possibility of replacing tin
either by other alloys or by replacing
the goods made with tin by entirely
different goods.

In the case of rubber the situation
is slightly more favorable for the USA.
Far Eastern rubber will, in the course
of time, be largely replaceable, on the
one hand by the natural production of
rubber in the South American coun
tries, the real home of the rubber tree,
and, on the other hand, by synthetic
production in the USA. As the ques
tion of cost is hardly of consequence
in war time, the main difficulty is to
be found in the length of time required
for the adjustment. Therefore the loss
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of Far Eastern sources of supply, even
if it can be overcome in due course,
means at present a bottleneck, very
seriously affecting the entire American
war industry.

AS/A'S RESOURCES
FOR ASIA FIRST

No one can predict when this war
will be ended. One thing, however, has
already become clear today, namely
that, with the outbreak of the Pacific
war, a new and decisive attack on the
present distribution of possessions in
the world has begun which will have
a lasting effect on the future distribu
tion of the world's raw materials. One
can safely say that, after this war, the
raw materials of the Orient will no
longer take their old traditional course
overseas. This does not mean that cer
tain Far Eastern raw materials will not
in the end reach the same consumers
again. But the journey thither will cer
tainly be made through other hands and
will be linked with other conditions.

Hitherto a large part of the riches
of the Orient has flowed into the
coffers of British and Dutch capitalists.
To quote Professor Dietrich again: "The
higher profits resulting from control
schemes do not benefit the native
worker . . . but rather the foreign
capitalist; hence they do not stimulate
the import markets in the producing
countries by raising the worker's stand
ard of living."

It is to be expected that, quite aside
from the question of who will be the
main beneficiary within any given
nation, it will no longer be foreign
national economies but the Orientals
themselves who will benefit from these
possessions. Neither the British nor
the Dutch economy will then have at
its disposal the large raw material
exports of its Far Eastern colonies
for the payment of its own import
surpluses from other parts of the

world. England in particular had, since
the outbreak of the war in 1939,
attempted to mobilize her raw material
sources in the Far East for the pay
ment of her extensive imports from
the United States. Malaya had already
been called the "Dollar Arsenal" of
Great Britain.

A NEW ORDER FOR THE
WORLD'S RAW MATER/ALS

The changes which have already
been effected through the outbreak of
the war will hardly be limited merely
to the distribution of raw materials.
They will doubtless fundamentally af
fect the entire structure of the pro
duction of the world's raw materials.
The lessons of the present World War
and the hardships which it is causing
the various nations will have their
lasting effects just as was the case in
former wars. Among the great ex
amples of readjustment in history we
have the transition to nitrogen produced
in Germany from air during the Great
War and the adoption of sugar made
from beets in Europe as a consequence
of Napoleon's Continental blockade. In
the case of rubber, too, we already
know that its production will not be
dependent on definite places. It can be
grown naturally in other parts of the
world besides the Far East, and its
artificial production is actually possible
in every highly industrialized country.

In this way the present war may
help the world towards an important
revision in the production and dis
tribution of raw materials which, in
the end, may prove advantageous to
all parties concerned. The deathblow
which Japan is about to deal the old
distribution of possessions in East Asia
may possibly mean the beginning of a
new era in the production and dis
tribution of raw materials which will
perhaps be one of the most vital
foundations of a real new order of
our world.
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